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ABSTRACT
The submitted master’s thesis aims at the numerical analysis of electromagnetic-wave
propagation in tunnels. To this end, an integral-equation formulation has been formu-
lated and numerically solved with the aid of the boundary-element method (BEM). The
experimental in-house Matlab implementation shows promisingly low computational de-
mands with respect to the traditional direct-discretization approaches. Sample numerical
examples of the electromagnetic-field distribution for various tunnel profiles are given.
Validation and post-processing procedures are done by means of a simplified analytical
model. The influence of the tunnel profile and its impedance-wall properties on the re-
sulting electromagnetic-field distribution inside a tunnel is demonstrated on numerical
examples.

KEYWORDS
Boundary element method, boundary conditions, integral equation, wave equation
(Helmholtz), Maxwell’s equations, line current source, tunnel profile, analytical method

ABSTRAKT
Cieľom predloženej diplomovej práce je numerické riešenie šírenia elektromagnetických
vĺn v tuneli. Za týmto účelom bola sformulovaná integrálna rovnica a numericky riešená
pomocou metódy hraničných prvkov (BEM). Implementácia v prostredí MATLAB sľubne
poukazuje na nízke výpočtové nároky oproti štandardným diferenciálnych diskretizačným
metódam. Súčasťou projektu je vykreslenie rozloženia elektromagnetického poľa pre
rôzne profily tunelov. Overenie výsledkov je vykonané pomocou zjednodušeného ana-
lytického modelu. V rámci práce je pozorované štúdium vplyvov zmien profilu tunela a
rôznych impedančných podmienok na stenách tunela na výsledné rozloženie elektromag-
netického poľa vo vnútri tunela.
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INTRODUCTION

Over time technological processes are advancing in the development of electronic
devices based on wireless communication. Wireless devices are used especially be-
cause of capability to operate without cables. One of the biggest disadvantage of
electronic devices (based on wireless communication), is the elimination of com-
munication range, such as communication in mobile devices. As it was mentioned
previously, there are no spatial limitations due to the use of no cables. The main
reason for using wireless communication in tunnels (such as mobile devices) consists
in requirement of the most accurate calculation for electromagnetic field propaga-
tion in tunnels and buildings, mainly intended for safe systems in tunnels. The
most appropriate and accurate solution of electromagnetic-field equations can be
accomplished through analytical methods. For complex problems as met in prac-
tice, however, one must usually resort to numerical techniques. The main purpose of
numerical modeling is not using of difficult mathematical practices or formulations
(expressed by analytical form), but there is need to simplify them (e.g. conversion
from integral-differential equations to algebraic form). There is a need to optimalize
computational process of program to achieve relatively accurate and proper results
by practical aspect. Previously mentioned objects is possible to represent as closed
public places. The light rays incident into mentioned objects through the ends of
tunnel or through the (assembled) windows of the building, due to air circulation.

Typical applications for propagation of electromagnetic field in tunnels or in
buildings in real world:

• Car-to-car communication (Fig. 1)
• Wireless Communication in Undeground Mines (Fig. 2)
• Intelligent Infrastructures for Cognitive Networks (Fig. 3)
• Calculation of propagation paths inside a tunnel by means of electromagnetic

waves (Fig. 4)
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Fig. 1: Example of Car-to-car communication by means of electromagnetic waves
(taken from [1])

Fig. 2: Propagation of electromagnetic waves in undeground mines (taken from [2])
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Fig. 3: Propagation of electromagnetic waves in closed public places (buildings)
(taken from [3])

Fig. 4: Calculation of propagation paths inside a tunnel by means of electromagnetic
waves (taken from [4])
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1 THEORY

The tunnel is for our computational purposes represented as a hollow rectangular
waveguide, filled with air (vacuum). Losses are biggest on the walls inside the tunel.
For modeling of these losses, methods based on impedance boundary conditions -
surface impedances such as 𝑍𝑆1 and 𝑍𝑆2 (Fig. 1.1) are used. Methods based on
numerical modeling are used. There are different types of methods and the most
known of them are following:

• FEM - finite-element method - is used for arbitrary shaped discontinuites in
the waveguides. This method is for our purpose ineffective due to solution of
the electromagnetic field over the entire area of the circuit (waveguide). Such
computation requires long computer time and large memory for the final ma-
trix. For this reason, the FEM will not be utilized. There is more effective
one, that will be available soon → BEM.

• BEM - boundary-element method - currently (more recently) this is the most
common method for analyzing arbitrary shaped planar circuits and waveg-
uides. The main advantage of the BEM is in a boundary integral-equation
formulation. Thanks to its boundary-integral formulation, low computational
resources are required. Boundary conditions on the tunnel lateral walls are de-
termined by surface impedances. Taking into account the tunnel with infinite
length is necessary to truncate (constrain) the finite length and provide an
analytical matching conditions at the fictitious boundaries. These boundaries
are intended by group of points, included in some fixed plane.

Tunnels assume different shapes and different ways of electromagnetic wave exci-
tation: a line current source located near the discontinuity in tunnel I and a 𝑇𝐸10

mode from Γ1. As it was mentioned previously regarding different shapes of the tun-
nels, there are L-bend, T-junctions and cross junction shapes used in real practice.
In comparison with L-bends, the T-junction and the cross-junction are essentially
the same except that there are more than two output tunnels. Every tunnel contain-
ing turning points, dividing into more sections by excitation, is possible to express
as two or more particular tunnels. One tunnel is input tunnel (excited, in which
is located a line current source near the discontinuity in tunnel I) and second part
of tunnel is called as output tunnel. There will be consequently treating boundary
conditions on the walls of the tunnel due to losses inside the tunnel. That will be
represented by surface impedances. The main part of this master’s thesis is program
implemented for communal polygonal profile of the tunnel. The user will have choice
for selecting various profiles of tunnel, such shapes L-bends, T-junction and cross-
section. That means regarding excitation one input tunnel and two or more output

14



tunnels. The thesis is focused on the electromagnetic wave excitation by line current
source located near the discontinuity in tunnel I. The other way of electromagnetic
wave excitation by 𝑇𝐸10 dominant mode from fictitious boundaries Γ1 (see Fig. 1.1)
is not treated in the thesis.

Fig. 1.1: Geometry of the tunnel profile (L-bend)

Fig. 2.1 represents a typical tunnel configuration analyzed in this thesis. Electro-
magnetic wave propagation in the first section of the tunnel (input) is longitudinal
to the direction z, whereas in the second section (output) electromagnetic wave is
propagating in the direction perpendicular to the x axis. There is an intensity of
the electric wave in the direction y perpendicular to the direction of electromagnetic
wave propagation.

Notice: Property of TE wave → the intensity of electric wave is perpendicular to
the direction of electromagnetic wave propagation (direction y), whereas the inten-
sity of magnetic field is parallel to the direction of electromagnetic wave propagation
(direction z).

15



2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

There is considered a 3-D model, excited by a line electric-current source according
to [5]. Fig. 2.1 shows a line current source (depicted by a red colour) that is located
between walls of the tunnel. As it is obvious from Fig. 2.1, coordinates (x, z) of
Euclid’s 3-D space are being testified to. Current is propagating in direction y.
Therefore it is possible to use formally notation with convention 𝐼𝑦(x, z).

Fig. 2.1: 3-D model of the tunnel, excited by a line current source

A line current source (situated according to Fig. 2.1) is excited in by only one
component of the electric-field intensity, in direction of its propagation → 𝐸𝑦 (the
other components such 𝐸𝑥 and 𝐸𝑧 are zero). Regarding the magnetic-field intensity
in respect of the electric-field intensity holds excitation vice versa (contrariwise) (𝐻𝑦

component equals to zero, whereas 𝐻𝑥 and 𝐻𝑧 components are nonzero). Previous
assertions stem from Maxwell’s equations (its derivation is described in Chap. 2.2).
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2.1 Mathematical formulation for profile of the
tunnel

Mathematical aspects for propagation of electromagnetic fields in the tunnel (see
Fig. 1.1) is expressed by the following equation:

𝜕2�̃�𝑦

𝜕𝑥2 + 𝜕2�̃�𝑦

𝜕𝑧2 + 𝑘2
0�̃�𝑦 = 𝑗𝜔𝜇0𝐼𝑦𝛿(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑠)𝛿(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑠)𝜎 (2.1)

Where 𝑘0 means the wavenumber in the free space (vacuum, air) and it is represented
by the relation (2.2).

𝑘0 = 𝜔
√

𝜀0𝜇0 = 2𝜋𝑓/𝑐 = 2𝜋/𝜆 (𝑐 = 1
𝜀0𝜇0

) (2.2)

Concerning a model of the tunnel (sketch of the Fig. 1.1) are the coefficients for free
space given (represented by lower subscript). The meaning of respective (particular)
parameters:

• 𝜔 – angular velocity (𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓) [rad/s]
• 𝐸𝑦 – electric-field component [V/m]
• 𝜀0 – Vacuum permittivity (permittivity of free space) [8.854x10−12 F/m]
• 𝜆 – wavelength of free space (vacuum) [m]
• 𝜇0 – Vacuum permeability [4𝜋×10−7 H/m]
• 𝐼𝑦 - intensity of a line current source (guide supplied by a current source) [mA]
• c - velocity of the light in free space (299 792 458 m/s)

Parameter 𝜎 denotes type of electromagnetic wave excitation:
• 𝜎 = 1 - excitation by a line current source
• 𝜎 = 0 - excitation by the dominant mode of transverse electric wave 𝑇𝐸10

The thesis deals with the line-source excitation only 𝜎 = 1, whereas excitation by
the dominant mode of transverse electric wave 𝜎 = 0 will not be analyzed (discussed)
in the thesis.
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2.2 Derivation of the tunnel wave (Helmholtz)
equation

The entire electromagnetism (electromagnetic field in every point of space (area)
and time) is in nature described by Maxwell’s equations. It is not surprising, there-
fore, that the Helmholtz equation (2.1) results from the Maxwell’s equations. In
the following text, the field equations are generally expressed in differential form,
followed by splitting into components of Cartesian coordinate system in the time
domain. After that step - splitting into components the Cartesian coordinate system
in the frequency domain with respect to the excitation by a line current source (Fig.
1.1). The Helmholtz equation is then expressed.

2.2.1 Maxwell’s equations in differential form [6]

1) Ampère’s circuital law:

∇ × H = J + 𝜕D
𝜕𝑡

(2.3)

2) Faraday’s law of induction:

∇ × E = −𝜕B
𝜕𝑡

(2.4)

3) Gauss’s law:

∇ · D = 𝜌; (∇ · E = 𝜌

𝜀0
) (2.5)

4) Gauss’s law for magnetism (no magnetic charges - no magnetic monopoles):

∇ · B = 0 (2.6)

Explanation of particular parameters, in Maxwell’s equations contained:
• H – the vector of magnetic-field intensity [𝐴𝑚−1]
• D – the vector of electric induction [𝐴𝑠𝑚−2]
• J – the vector of electric current density of free electric charges [𝐴𝑚−2]
• E – the vector of electric-field intensity [𝑉 𝑚−1]
• B – the vector of magnetic induction [T]
• 𝜌 – charge density [𝐶𝑚−3]
• ∇ - operator nabla denotes the three-dimensional gradient operator (Hamil-

ton’s operator)
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Every tunnel (a hollow waveguide) is in general represented with a dielectric
(slatted medium), there is possible to apply the conversion relations between known
parameters, such as permittivity 𝜀, permeability 𝜇 and conductivity 𝜎:

D = 𝜀 · E H = B
𝜇

J = 𝜎E (2.7)

Conducting electric current might be neglected inside a tunnel. Therefore holds
according to Ohm’s law in differential form the relation J = 0. We assume the
electrically and magnetically isotropic, homogeneous filling inside the tunnel. Typ-
ical for this type of filling are invariable properties in the time domain (invariant
filling) and simultaneously linearity (validity of the superposition principle). Par-
ticular components of the magnetic-field intensity are obtained from derivation of
differential operator of vector analysis ’rotation’, expressed by the following relation:

𝑟𝑜𝑡 H = ∇ × H (2.8)

where symbol ∇ is defined as:

∇ =
[︃

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
,

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
,

𝜕

𝜕𝑧

]︃
(2.9)

Vector of the magnetic-field intensity is expressed in the Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem by particular components of the magnetic-field intensity in the given directions
(coordinates) x, y, z (scalar parameters):

H = [𝐻𝑥, 𝐻𝑦, 𝐻𝑧] (2.10)

There is assuming a space in the Cartesian coordinate system with definition of unit
base vectors e.g. x, y, z

∇×H =

⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒⃒⃒⃒ x y z

𝜕
𝜕𝑥

𝜕
𝜕𝑦

𝜕
𝜕𝑧

𝐻𝑥 𝐻𝑦 𝐻𝑧

⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒⃒⃒⃒ = x

(︃
𝜕𝐻𝑧

𝜕𝑦
− 𝜕𝐻𝑦

𝜕𝑧

)︃
+y

(︃
𝜕𝐻𝑥

𝜕𝑧
− 𝜕𝐻𝑧

𝜕𝑥

)︃
+z

(︃
𝜕𝐻𝑦

𝜕𝑥
− 𝜕𝐻𝑥

𝜕𝑦

)︃

(2.11)
Acquiring form of generalized Ampère’s circuital law in the time domain 1 (compo-
nent x):

x : 𝜕𝐻𝑧

𝜕𝑦
− 𝜕𝐻𝑦

𝜕𝑧
= 𝜕𝑡𝜀𝐸𝑥 + 𝜎𝐸𝑥 (2.12)

Accordingly holds the same for components y and z as follows:

y : 𝜕𝐻𝑥

𝜕𝑧
− 𝜕𝐻𝑧

𝜕𝑥
= 𝜕𝑡𝜀𝐸𝑦 + 𝜎𝐸𝑦 (2.13)

1The time domain is represented as the original domain, in which all the macroscopic (physical)
quantities manifest themselves.
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z : 𝜕𝐻𝑦

𝜕𝑥
− 𝜕𝐻𝑥

𝜕𝑦
= 𝜕𝑡𝜀𝐸𝑧 + 𝜎𝐸𝑧 (2.14)

As it was mentioned thereinbefore, homogeneous and isotropic surroundings is char-
acteristic by dielectric material in the tunnel with the relative permeability and per-
mittivity, equals to 1 and simultaneously with null conductivity. Therefore might be
expressed particular components of the magnetic-field intensity as follows:

x : 𝜕𝐻𝑧

𝜕𝑦
− 𝜕𝐻𝑦

𝜕𝑧
= 𝜕𝑡𝜀𝐸𝑥 => −𝜕𝑦𝐻𝑧 + 𝜕𝑧𝐻𝑦 + 𝜕𝑡𝜀𝐸𝑥 = 0 (2.15)

y : 𝜕𝐻𝑥

𝜕𝑧
− 𝜕𝐻𝑧

𝜕𝑥
= 𝜕𝑡𝜀𝐸𝑦 => −𝜕𝑧𝐻𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥𝐻𝑧 + 𝜕𝑡𝜀𝐸𝑦 = 0 (2.16)

z : 𝜕𝐻𝑦

𝜕𝑥
− 𝜕𝐻𝑥

𝜕𝑦
= 𝜕𝑡𝜀𝐸𝑧 => −𝜕𝑥𝐻𝑦 + 𝜕𝑦𝐻𝑥 + 𝜕𝑡𝜀𝐸𝑧 = 0 (2.17)

In an analogical way it might be expressed the II. Maxwell’s equation (Faraday’s
law of induction) in the Cartesian coordinate system in the time domain. It results
from ∇ × E:

∇ × E =

⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒⃒⃒⃒ x y z

𝜕
𝜕𝑥

𝜕
𝜕𝑦

𝜕
𝜕𝑧

𝐸𝑥 𝐸𝑦 𝐸𝑧

⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒⃒⃒⃒ = x

(︃
𝜕𝐸𝑧

𝜕𝑦
− 𝜕𝐸𝑦

𝜕𝑧

)︃
+ y

(︃
𝜕𝐸𝑥

𝜕𝑧
− 𝜕𝐸𝑧

𝜕𝑥

)︃
+ z

(︃
𝜕𝐸𝑦

𝜕𝑥
− 𝜕𝐸𝑥

𝜕𝑦

)︃

(2.18)
According to the model configuration (Fig. 2.1), particular components of Faraday’s
law of induction in the time domain are expressed in the following forms:

x : 𝜕𝐸𝑧

𝜕𝑦
− 𝜕𝐸𝑦

𝜕𝑧
= −𝜇𝜕𝑡𝐻𝑥 = 𝜕𝑦𝐸𝑧 − 𝜕𝑧𝐸𝑦 + 𝜇𝜕𝑡𝐻𝑥 = 0 (2.19)

y : 𝜕𝐸𝑥

𝜕𝑧
− 𝜕𝐸𝑧

𝜕𝑥
= −𝜇𝜕𝑡𝐻𝑦 = 𝜕𝑧𝐸𝑥 − 𝜕𝑥𝐸𝑧 + 𝜇𝜕𝑡𝐻𝑦 = 0 (2.20)

z : 𝜕𝐸𝑦

𝜕𝑥
− 𝜕𝐸𝑥

𝜕𝑦
= −𝜇𝜕𝑡𝐻𝑧 = 𝜕𝑥𝐸𝑦 − 𝜕𝑦𝐸𝑥 + 𝜇𝜕𝑡𝐻𝑧 = 0 (2.21)
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2.2.2 Transformation of Maxwell’s equations from the time
domain to the frequency domain

Conversion from the time domain to the frequency domain facilitates Fourier trans-
form with respect to time (t). Maxwell’s equations contain physical parameters
which are function of more variables - time and space [e.g. E(r, 𝑡)]. The equations,
expressed by means of the particular components of magnetic-field intensity and
electric-field intensity (mentioned in previous chapter), are generally demonstrated
in examples of modified I. and II. Maxwell’s equation in the Cartesian coordinate
system (assuming the line current source excitation), expressed by the following
formulations:

−∇ × H + 𝜀𝜕𝑡E = −J (2.22)

∇ × E + 𝜕𝑡𝜇H = 0 (2.23)

From equation (2.22) results that the vector of the electric-field intensity is a func-
tion of time and space. This sentence might be expressed by notation, such as
E = E(r, 𝑡). An analogical way holds the same for the vector of magnetic-field inten-
sity (equation 2.23) which is a function of time and space, too → H = H(r, 𝑡). Using
of Fourier transform with respect to time (t) is represented formulation, related to a
situation model (Fig. 2.1) as follows: E = E(r, 𝑡). An analogical way holds the same
for the vector of the magnetic-field intensity (equation 2.23) which is a function of
time and space, too → H = H(r, 𝑡). Using of Fourier transform with respect to time
(t) is represented formulation, related to a situation model (Fig. 2.1) as follows:

𝐸𝑦(𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 1
2𝜋

∫︁ +∞

𝜔=−∞
𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡�̃�𝑦(𝑥, 𝑧, 𝜔) 𝑑𝜔 (2.24)

The term �̃�𝑦(𝑥, 𝑧, 𝜔) 𝑑𝜔 defines Fourier representation in the frequency domain. The
definition of electric field transformed from the time domain to the frequency domain
is illustrated on the component of the electric-field intensity y. By consequence of
utilization of the Fourier transform with respect to the time coordinate (t), 𝜕𝑡 is
being transformed to the multiplication j𝜔 (time domain → frequency domain).
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2.2.3 Equations of electromagnetic field in the frequency
domain

Transferring Maxwell’s equations from the time domain to the frequency domain
(𝜕𝑡 → 𝑗𝜔), formulas are getting the following forms:

x : 𝜕�̃�𝑧

𝜕𝑦
− 𝜕�̃�𝑦

𝜕𝑧
= 𝑗𝜔𝜀�̃�𝑥 => −𝜕𝑦�̃�𝑧 + 𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑦 + 𝑗𝜔𝜀�̃�𝑥 = 0 (2.25)

y : 𝜕�̃�𝑥

𝜕𝑧
− 𝜕�̃�𝑧

𝜕𝑥
= 𝑗𝜔𝜀�̃�𝑦 => −𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑧 + 𝑗𝜔𝜀�̃�𝑦 = 0 (2.26)

z : 𝜕�̃�𝑦

𝜕𝑥
− 𝜕�̃�𝑥

𝜕𝑦
= 𝑗𝜔𝜀�̃�𝑧 => −𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑦 + 𝜕𝑦�̃�𝑥 + 𝑗𝜔𝜀�̃�𝑧 = 0 (2.27)

x : 𝜕�̃�𝑧

𝜕𝑦
− 𝜕�̃�𝑦

𝜕𝑧
= −𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑥 => −𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑦 + 𝜕𝑦�̃�𝑧 + 𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑥 = 0 (2.28)

y : 𝜕�̃�𝑥

𝜕𝑧
− 𝜕�̃�𝑧

𝜕𝑥
= −𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑦 => −𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑧 + 𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑥 + 𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑦 = 0 (2.29)

z : 𝜕�̃�𝑦

𝜕𝑥
− 𝜕�̃�𝑥

𝜕𝑦
= −𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑧 => −𝜕𝑦�̃�𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑦 + 𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑧 = 0 (2.30)

Considering examined electromagnetic fields in the tunnel that contains monochro-
matic or harmonic waves, theirs time-space vectors follow as:

�̃�(𝑟, 𝑡) = �̃�(𝑟)𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡 �̃�(𝑟, 𝑡) = �̃�(𝑟)𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡 (2.31)

where functions �̃�(𝑟) and �̃�(𝑟) represent the complex magnitudes (phasors) of the
electromagnetic field. Derivation of wave (Helmholtz) equation (relation 2.1) stems
from Maxwell’s equations in the Cartesian coordinate system in the frequency do-
main, being mentioned thereinbefore. There is another way of derivation of wave
(Helmholtz) equation, by means of Green’s function, i.e. the fundamental solution
of the Helmholtz equation. The thesis is focused on the derivation of the Helmholtz
equation by means of Maxwell’s equation in the Cartesian coordinate system in the
frequency domain. As it was mentioned previously, the line-source excited electro-
magnetic field is considered. Refering to Fig. 2.1, the electric-line source can be
described by its volume density as follows:

𝐽𝑦 = 𝐼0𝛿(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑠)𝛿(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑠) (2.32)

The line current source is located between walls of the tunnel with corresponding
coordinates in propagation direction. The propagation direction of electromagnetic
field in the input section of the tunnel is given based upon Fig. 1.1 → z and the
propagation direction of electromagnetic field in the output tunnel → x, representing
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with notation 𝐼𝑦 (x, z). For the particular phasors (complex magnitudes with the
convention 𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡) of electromagnetic field inside the tunnel may be written:

−𝜕𝑦�̃�𝑧 + 𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑦 + 𝑗𝜔𝜀�̃�𝑥 = 0 (2.33)

−𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑧 + 𝑗𝜔𝜀�̃�𝑦 + 𝐽𝑦 = 0 => −𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑧 + 𝑗𝜔𝜀�̃�𝑦 = −𝐽𝑦 (2.34)

−𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑦 + 𝜕𝑦�̃�𝑥 + 𝑗𝜔𝜀�̃�𝑧 = 0 (2.35)

It stems from the II. Maxwell’s equation (Faraday’s law of induction in the differen-
tial form) ∇ × E = −𝑗𝜔𝜇H with consideration of homogeneous and isotropic filling
(zero conductivity). Faraday’s law of induction in the Cartesian coordinate system
reads (complex magnitudes with convention 𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡):

−𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑦 + 𝜕𝑦�̃�𝑧 + 𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑥 = 0 (2.36)

−𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑧 + 𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑥 + 𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑦 = 0 (2.37)

−𝜕𝑦�̃�𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑦 + 𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑧 = 0 (2.38)

With respect to the situation model from Fig. 2.1 might be considered that the
line current source is located between walls in direction y between coordinates x
and z, corresponding notation 𝐼𝑦 (x, z). The line current source excites the electric-
field intensity in the direction of the y-axis and the magnetic-field intensity in the
direction of the x, z-axes. For a better visualization it is possible to to give a simple
2D sketch of Fig. 2.1 as follows:

Fig. 2.2: The ground-plan of an analyzed tunnel
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Fig. 2.3: 2-D View of location of a line current source

Derivation of the wave (Helmholtz) equation (2.1) is related to the electric-field
and the magnetic-field intensity, excited by the line current source → �̃�𝑦, �̃�𝑥, �̃�𝑧. The
line current source, as mentioned previously, excites in only with 2D electromagnetic
field with the nonzero components �̃�𝑦, �̃�𝑥, �̃�𝑧. The 2-D equations which are being
solved, still describe a 3-D model of the tunnel. The excited 2D electromagnetic field
does not depend on 𝑦 coordinate parallel with respect to the line source. All the
others electromagnetic-field intensities are with respect to the situated line current
source zero.

−𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑧 + 𝑗𝜔𝜀�̃�𝑦 = −𝐽𝑦 (2.39)

−𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑦 + 𝜕𝑦�̃�𝑧 + 𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑥 = 0; 𝜕𝑦�̃�𝑧 = 0 (2.40)

−𝜕𝑦�̃�𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑦 + 𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑧 = 0; −𝜕𝑦�̃�𝑥 = 0 (2.41)

After arrangement:
−𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑧 + 𝑗𝜔𝜀�̃�𝑦 = −𝐽𝑦 (2.42)

−𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑦 + 𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑥 = 0 => �̃�𝑥 = 1
𝑗𝜔𝜇

𝜕𝑧�̃�𝑦 (2.43)

𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑦 + 𝑗𝜔𝜇�̃�𝑧 = 0 => �̃�𝑧 = − 1
𝑗𝜔𝜇

𝜕𝑥�̃�𝑦 (2.44)

There are subsequently expressed components of the magnetic-field intensity �̃�𝑥 and
�̃�𝑧 substituted into equation (2.42):

− 1
𝑗𝜔𝜇

𝜕2
𝑧 �̃�𝑦 − 1

𝑗𝜔𝜇
𝜕2

𝑥�̃�𝑦 = −𝐽𝑦/(−𝑗𝜔𝜇) (2.45)

(𝜕2
𝑧 + 𝜕2

𝑥)�̃�𝑦 + 𝜔2𝜇𝜀�̃�𝑦 = 𝑗𝜔𝜇𝐽𝑦 (2.46)

(𝜕2
𝑧 + 𝜕2

𝑥)�̃�𝑦 + 𝜔2𝜇𝜀�̃�𝑦 = 𝑗𝜔𝜇𝐼𝑦𝛿(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑠)𝛿(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑠) (2.47)

(𝜕2
𝑧 + 𝜕2

𝑥)�̃�𝑦 + 𝑘2
0�̃�𝑦 = 𝑗𝜔𝜇𝐼𝑦𝛿(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑠)𝛿(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑠) (2.48)
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The term 𝜔2𝜇𝜀 equals to k (with the assumption of zero conductivity). Through the
above mentioned derivation and the situation model from Fig. 1.1 (with the location
of the line current source inside the tunnel in direction of y-axis), the Helmholtz
equation of the tunnel is obtained (2.1). For obtaining the parameters of a tunnel of
an arbitrarily-shaped profile, it is neccessary to convert the wave equation into an
contour-integral form where the circuit parameters are derived form this contour-
integral equation. The following subchapter is focused on the conversion in which
the wave equation is converted to a contour-integral equation.

2.3 Derivation of the contour-integral equation

The contour-integral equation is derived from the wave (Helmholtz) equation (2.1). One
way of the derivation, which is based on a limiting procedure, is closely described
in reference [5]. Another way of the derivation is based on the use of Green’s func-
tion and Gauss’ theorem, considering the excitation by means of the Dirac delta
function (details are closely described in reference [7]). Both ways of the derivation
lead to the same contour-integral equation. The second one mentioned way of the
derivation is a bit tedious. The Dirac delta function is expressed by using of the
mathematical expression −𝛿(r − r𝑇 ), where r denotes the position vector situated
in the xz plane [→ r = (𝑥, 𝑧)]. According to reference [5], the fundamental solution
of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation is:

�̃� = 1
4𝑗

H(2)
0 (𝑘0𝑟) (2.49)

The chapter 3.1 describes a closer meaning of particular terms of the integral equa-
tion and conversion from the integral form to an algebraic one. Implementation of
BEM leads to the electromagnetic-field distribution along walls of a tunnel.

Notice: As it is possible to observe from the relation 2.49 the term H(2)
0 - the Hankel

function of zero-order of the second kind. This term represents a cylindrical wave
according to reference [5], which is oriented outwards of a point source. Hankel’s
functions are hidden in the contour-integral equation (Weber solution according to
[7]), for more details see especially subchapter A3.1.

As has been already mentioned, derivation of the contour-integral equation stems
from the Helmholtz (wave) equation and the Green’s function (fundamental solu-
tion). The following notation of two equations in two unknowns (representing the
derivation), is described as follows:

∇2Ẽy + 𝑘2
0Ẽy = 𝑗𝜔𝜇J̃y / G̃ (2.50)
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∇2G̃ + 𝑘2
0G̃ = −𝛿(r − r𝑇 ) / Ẽy (2.51)

G̃∇2Ẽy + 𝑘2
0G̃Ẽy − Ẽy∇2G̃ − 𝑘2

0G̃Ẽy = 𝑗𝜔𝜇J̃yG̃ + Ẽy𝛿(r − r𝑇 )

G̃∇2Ẽy − Ẽy∇2G̃ = 𝑗𝜔𝜇J̃yG̃ + Ẽy𝛿(r − r𝑇 ) /
∫︁
Ω

(·)d𝑆 (2.52)

By integration of the equation (2.52) and using of the Gauss theorem (chapter A3.2
of the [7]), the following formula is obtained:

∫︁
Γ

(︃
G̃𝜕Ẽy

𝜕𝑛
− Ẽy

𝜕G̃
𝜕𝑛

)︃
𝑑𝑙 = 𝑗𝜔𝜇

∫︁
Ω

G̃J̃y𝑑𝑆 +
∫︁
Ω

Ẽy𝛿(r − r𝑇 )𝑑𝑆 (2.53)

where term 𝜕G̃
𝜕𝑛

is equal to:

𝜕G̃
𝜕𝑛

= − 1
4𝑗

𝑘0H(2)
1 (𝑘0𝑟) 𝜕𝑟

𝜕𝑛
= 𝑗𝑘0

4 H(2)
1 (𝑘0𝑟) cos(𝛽) (2.54)

The term 𝜕𝑟
𝜕𝑛

denotes the directional derivative along the outer normal with respect
the tunnel periphery (see Fig. 3.1). The position vector is part of the boundary of
the tunnel and its area (plane) → r𝑇 ∈ {Γ, Ω}; with respect to the location of the
line current source is used convention r𝑇 ∈ Ω. Using 2.32 for the line source the
source term has the following form:

𝑗𝜔𝜇
∫︁
Ω

G̃J̃y𝑑𝑆 = 𝑗𝜔𝜇
i𝑦

4

∫︁
Ω

H(2)
0 (𝑘0𝑟)𝛿(r − r𝑠)𝑑𝑆 = 𝜔𝜇

4 i𝑦H(2)
0 (𝑘0r𝑠) (2.55)

With respect to Fig. 3.1 is angle 𝜃𝑖 equal to 𝜋 (180°) => 𝑐𝑖 = 1 − 𝜃𝑖

2𝜋
= 1

2∫︁
Ω

Ey(r, 𝑠)𝛿(r − r𝑇 )𝑑𝑆 = 1
2Ey(r𝑇 , 𝑠) (2.56)

The final contour-integral equation has the following form:
∫︁
Γ

(︃
G̃𝜕Ẽy

𝜕𝑛
− Ẽy

𝜕G̃
𝜕𝑛

)︃
𝑑𝑙 = 𝜔𝜇

4 i𝑦(𝜔)H(2)
0 (𝑘0r𝑠) + 1

2E⃗y(r𝑇 , 𝑠) (2.57)

Location of the position vectors: r𝑇 ∈ Γ, r𝑠 ∈ Ω
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3 NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE PROB-
LEM

The implemented numerical method should meet the following requirements:
• the short required computer time
• the implementation simplicity
• the effectivity
• the quickness of calculation
• the calculation for a wide frequency range

There are different methods which unfortunately do not dispose of the above-
mentioned requirements (standards). Over time it has been clearly proved that the
contour-integral method is faster and more efficient than methods based upon the
eigenfunction expansion. In comparison to the both types of methods results that the
circuit parameters are obtained in a different way. Regarding the contour-integral
method holds that the circuit parameters are derived from the contour-integral equa-
tion along the circuit periphery, from the wave equation obtained. The big advantage
consists in the required computer time for the calculation. The methods based upon
the eigenfunction expansion require long computer time due to solving the field over
the entire area of the circuit. The circuit parameters are given in terms of Green’s
function [7]. The computational process is tedious and slow, whereas for our com-
putational purposes it is necessary to get low computational demands. According to
the previous assertions, the contour-integral method is more appropriate to use. Im-
plementation of BEM has also been showed as effective, quick and requires not very
much computer time, is being used for modeling of the electromagnetic field propa-
gation. In terms of accuracy, the more accurate results has been achieved by using of
BEM, in comparison with other methods, such as FEM, FDM [8]. The big assured
advantage consists of the effective solution of non-linear problems and ability to
analyze mistakes [8]. The disadvantage of BEM is that does not lead into the sparse
matrix system. Regarding implementation: it is quite easy and for the purpose of
getting results of the electromagnetic field propagation, is sufficient. The boundary
element method is described in the following subchapter 3.1 in detail.
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3.1 The boundary element method

It is based on the principle of numerical modeling, solving of the fields in a delim-
ited area, by means of integral equation [9]. This method is mainly developed for
the analysis of circuits, having arbitrary shaped boundaries [7]. It works based on
formulation of the problem using of boundary-integral equation. Overall, the prin-
ciple of derivation stems from the wave (Helmholtz) equation, whereas there is a
need of conversion to integral form for the purpose of getting the circuit parameters
along the circuit (the tunnel) periphery. The segmentation of the points is executed
as the distance of the selected divisor 𝜆/20 (equidistant step) along the periphery
of the tunnel. The voltage and current distributions along the tunnel periphery are
considered. It is not neccessary to solve the field over the entire area of the tunnel,
just merely over a curved line. In case of the short-boundary circuits the method can
be applied by the segmentation of the points, located on the curved line (approxi-
mated axis) (representing the particular lengths of the tunnel) along the periphery
of the tunnel. The boundary points of the circuit are predetermined. As has been
mentioned previously, the excited 2-D field by the line current source is indepen-
dent on the y-coordinate (also called 2-D system). The unknown parameter is being
searched on the curved line. BEM is characterized by the dimensionality reduction
by 1. The indisputable advantage of BEM is fact that the task need not to have
closed boundary and it is suitable for solving of the non-space limited fields [9].

3.2 Derivation of the procedure for numerical so-
lution of the boundary-integral equation

The situation model, based on mathematical description of 2-D area (excited by the
line current source) will be performed, is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The boundary-
integral equation, derived from chapter 2.3, is being converted for simplicity of the
calculations from integral form to algebraic form using by the replacement (substi-
tution) of integral to sum.
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Fig. 3.1: Two-dimensional model excited by a line current source inside the region
Ω (taken and modified from [5])

The investigated boundary (nodal point) is depicted using the symbol i.

𝑟𝑠 =
√︁

[(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑠)2 + (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑠)2] (3.1)

r = |r| is the distance between the point i and the boundary point in the integral
element (Fig. 3.1). 𝑟𝑠 is the distance between the nodal point i and the position of
the line source as shown in Fig. 3.1. The main purpose of BEM consists of dividing
(separation) of a boundary Γ into several boundary elements, especially for fixed
(certain) nodal point i at the boundary. Equation (2.57) has been simplified into a
following form:

𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1

(︃
G̃𝜕Ẽy

𝜕𝑛
− Ẽy

𝜕G̃
𝜕𝑛

)︃
= 𝜔𝜇

4 i𝑦(𝜔)H(2)
0 (𝑘0r𝑠) + 1

2Ey(r𝑇 , 𝑠) (3.2)

𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1

G̃𝜕Ẽy

𝜕𝑛
−

𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1

Ẽy
𝜕G̃
𝜕𝑛

= 𝜔𝜇

4 i𝑦(𝜔)H(2)
0 (𝑘0r𝑠) + 1

2Ey(r𝑇 , 𝑠) (3.3)

A form of the equation after arrangement:

1
2Ey(r𝑇 , 𝑠) +

𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1

Ẽy
𝜕G̃
𝜕𝑛

=
𝑛∑︁

𝑗=1
G̃𝜕Ẽy

𝜕𝑛
− 𝜔𝜇

4 i𝑦(𝜔)H(2)
0 (𝑘0r𝑠) (3.4)

Expressing equation 3.4 the equality is being shown with the relation (5), according
to reference [5]. An experimental in-house Matlab implementation shows applied
symbols from reference [5]. Solving of following equations by substitution (see 3.5,
3.6, 3.7) of particular terms, included in formula 3.4 might be considered as appli-
cable process.
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𝐵𝑖 = 𝜔𝜇

4 i𝑦(𝜔)H(2)
0 (𝑘0r𝑠) (3.5)

𝐺𝑖𝑗Ψ𝑗 = G̃𝜕Ẽy

𝜕𝑛
(3.6)

𝐻𝑖𝑗Φ𝑗 = Ẽy
𝜕G̃
𝜕𝑛

(3.7)

Getting substitution the final form of the discretized contour-integral equation:

1
2E⃗y(r𝑇 , 𝑠) +

𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1

𝐻𝑖𝑗Φ𝑗 =
𝑛∑︁

𝑗=1
𝐺𝑖𝑗Ψ𝑗 − 𝐵𝑖 (3.8)

The Fredholm integral equation has been converted into the algebraic form, facil-
itating solution through the matrix computation, hence, the calculation is being
simplified. The upper limit of the sum expresses the comprehensive amount of nodal
points at the boundary Γ. With respect to division of the boundary Γinto partic-
ular elements (parts), equation 3.8 has been converted to matrix notation 3.9. The
boundary Γ is being represented by the following form:

[𝐻]{Φ} = [𝐺]{Ψ} − {𝐵}𝜎 (3.9)

Vectors {Φ} and {Ψ} belong to particular boundaries Γ0, Γ1 and Γ2(Fig. 1.1),
expressed in the matrix notation as follows:

{[𝐻]0[𝐻]1[𝐻]2}

⎛⎜⎜⎝
{Φ}0

{Φ}1

{Φ}2

⎞⎟⎟⎠ = {[𝐺]0[𝐺]1[𝐺]2}𝑥

⎛⎜⎜⎝
{Ψ}0

{Ψ}1

{Ψ}2

⎞⎟⎟⎠− {𝐵}𝜎 (3.10)

where the particular subscripts 0, 1, 2 belong to boundaries Γ0, Γ1 and Γ2. The
boundary element method is closely associated with approximating the surface
impedance for determination of the boundary condition on the walls of the tun-
nel. Every wall of the tunnel has been expressed by the mathematical equation [see
relations (3.11) and (3.12)], with emphasis on the direction of wave propagation in
the particular (respective) tunnels, composed of the entire (whole) tunnel. Accord-
ing to situation (see 2.1) in terms of the boundary surface on the walls of the tunnel,
the boundary conditions are represented as follows:

𝐸𝑦(±𝑎1

2 , 𝑧) = ±𝑍𝑠1𝐻𝑧(±𝑎1

2 , 𝑧) on the walls of tunnel I (3.11)

𝐸𝑦(𝑥, ±𝑎2

2 ) = ±𝑍𝑠2𝐻𝑥(𝑥, ±𝑎2

2 ) on the walls of tunnel II (3.12)
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Explanation of particular quantities, in equations (3.11, 3.12) contained:
• 𝑍𝑠 - the surface impedance on the wall of the tunnel
• 𝐸𝑦 - the electric-field intensity in direction y
• 𝐻𝑧 - the magnetic-field intensity in direction z
• 𝐻𝑥 - the magnetic-field intensity in direction x
• ±𝑎1

2 , ±𝑎2
2 - dissipation (scattering), limits (terms) related to boundary surface

in connection with their properties (taking into account e.g. surface rough-
ness), so lossy dielectric medium; 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 might be considered as widths of
the particular (respective) tunnels.

There will be used the following equality for simplification:
𝑎1 = 𝑎2 = 𝑎; 𝑍𝑠1 = 𝑍𝑠2 = 𝑍𝑠

Considering a TE wave incident on the lossy dielectric wall of the tunnel with an
angle of incidence 𝛼, as shown in 3.1, the surface impedance 𝑍𝑠 is as follows:

𝑍𝑠 = 𝑍0√︁
𝜖𝑠 − sin2 𝛼

(3.13)

𝑍0 =
√︃

𝜇0

𝜖0
=
√︃

4𝜋 · 10−7

8.854 · 10−12 = 376.73Ω (120𝜋)...the impedance of free space

(3.14)
𝜖𝑠 = 𝜖𝑟 − 𝑗𝜖𝑖 (3.15)

whereas 𝜖𝑠 is complex relative permittivity of any material, the wall of the tunnel
is made from. Boundary condition for BEM, assuming the use of the II. Maxwell’s
equation to relations (3.17) and (3.18), and equality Φ = 𝐸𝑦 & Ψ = 𝜕𝐸𝑦

𝜕𝑛
, is formu-

lated in the following form:

Ψ = −𝑗𝑘0

√︁
𝜖𝑠 − sin2 · Φ (3.16)

Using boundary conditions from relations (3.11 and 3.12), the matrix (algebraic)
form of the Fredholm equation (boundary-integral equation)is subsequently derived
and obtained. That stems from the boundary condition for BEM → from the right
side of the equation (3.8). The matrix constituents 𝑀𝑖𝑗 is obtained by multiplying
particular terms (2.49) and (3.16), expressed by means of the boundary conditions
(3.11) and (3.12). Splitting of particular terms 𝐺𝑖𝑗 and Ψ𝑗, the matrix notation
representing the electromagnetic field excitation by means of a line current source
(including the mentioned boundary conditions) is formulated. The wanted unknown
quantity is 𝐸𝑦.
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∫︁
Γ

𝐺𝑖𝑗Ψ𝑗𝑑Γ − 𝐵𝑖 ⇒
∫︁
Γ

−𝑗

4H(2)
0 (𝑘0𝑟) · (−𝑗𝑘0

√︁
𝜖𝑠 − sin2 𝛼Φ)𝑑Γ ⇒

𝑀𝑖𝑗 = −𝑘0

4 H(2)
0 (𝑘0𝑟)

√︁
𝜖𝑠 − sin2 𝛼

(3.17)

Subsequently the numerical conversion from the contour-integral equation is per-
formed → integration of particular elements is approximated by the sum as shown
in the following process:

1
2𝐸𝑦(r𝑇 , 𝑠) +

𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1

𝐻𝑖𝑗Φ𝑗 =
𝑛∑︁

𝑗=1
𝑀𝑖𝑗Φ𝑗 − 𝐵𝑖 (3.18)

𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1

(︂
𝐻𝑖𝑗 + 1

2𝐸𝑦(r𝑇 , 𝑠)
)︂

Φ𝑗 =
𝑛∑︁

𝑗=1
𝑀𝑖𝑗Φ𝑗 − 𝐵𝑖 (3.19)

𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1

(︂
𝐻𝑖𝑗 + 1

2𝐸𝑦(r𝑇 , 𝑠) − 𝑀𝑖𝑗

)︂
Φ𝑗 = −𝐵𝑖 (3.20)

[𝑁 ] · {Φ} = −𝐵𝑖 (3.21)

{Φ} = −[𝑁 ]−1 · 𝐵𝑖 (3.22)
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4 A MATLAB IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BOUND-
ARY ELEMENT METHOD

4.1 The general solution

1. User enters boundary points of tunnel
2. Based on the given tunnel profile is performed with various maximal step

(default selected 𝜆/20) (ekvidistant division of side length of the tunnel by
elements).
Notice: With the assumption for excitation of a tunnel by the line source with
constant frequency this relation holds: 𝜆 = 𝑐/𝑓

3. The calculation of values of the electromagnetic-field intensity → the electric-
field component of the intensity (𝐸𝑦) at particular points by segmentation of
originated elements

4. 2-D graphical representation of the field distribution along the tunnel periph-
ery
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4.2 Flowchart of application

Fig. 4.1: Flowchart of the implementation of BEM
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4.3 Program execution

The executing program might be described by the following pseudocode.

function BEM

Initialization
Loading of input parameters
%
%T ... the tunnel profile
%P ... EM parameters of a physical environment (Tunnel Fill, surface impedance
of walls)
%I ... the excitation of the tunnel
%S ... the number of tunnel length
%nS ... vertical lines to the sides of the tunnel
%Np ... the number of segments on the circumference of the tunnel
%Bi ... the electromagnetic vector
%E ... the electric-field intensity

For Side = 1 ... S % through all the sides of the tunnel - over the circumfer-
ence
Segmentation of the side;
END

For Side = 1 ... S
the calculation of vertical line of the side;
END

For Segment = 1 ... Np % through all the points (segments)
H := Fill the impedance matrix_H(nP, P, T, Ns, I);
END

For Segment = 1 ... Np % through all the points (segments)
H := Fill the matrices_M&N(P, T, Ns, I);
B := Calculation of the vector_B(T, I);
END

Calculation of inverse matrix(N);
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For Segment = 1 ... Np
The calculation of field at the boundaries of tunnel (E, T);
END
Displaying the result of calculation (Post-processing);

A MATLAB implementation of BEM with description of respective components
is specified in the attachment.
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5 NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE ELECTRIC-
FIELD INTENSITY IN THE TUNNEL

Distribution of the electromagnetic field propagation, by the line (current) source
excited, is evaluated along the tunnel periphery. Therefore some various profiles are
analysed below, defined by user, including graphical characteristics of the electric-
field intensity 𝐸𝑦 [dB] depending on boundaries of the tunnel.

5.1 Loading of the tunnel profile

Various tunnel profiles are in files with suffix *.txt defined, for various polygons on
user demand. User chooses boundaries coordinates according to the required profile
and the location of the line current source simultaneously. In the following subchap-
ters, examples of tunnel profiles with corresponding files (*.txt) are shown. The file
(*.txt) contains:

• the number of points
• the boundaries of particular points on user demands
• the coordinate of the line current source
• the wavelength
• the real and imaginary permittivity
• the divisor (divider) for maximal step 𝜆/20

Various profiles of tunnel are described and shown in following subchapters.

5.1.1 Shape of tunnel profile - bend L

Fig. 5.1: Shape of tunnel profile - bend L with parameters defined by user
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5.1.2 Shape of tunnel profile - bend with chamfer

Fig. 5.2: Shape of the tunnel profile - bend with chamfer, parameters defined by
user

5.1.3 Shape of tunnel profile - bend T

Fig. 5.3: Shape of tunnel profile - bend T with parameters defined by user
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5.1.4 Tunnel profile as polygon

Fig. 5.4: Shape of tunnel profile - polygon with parameters defined by user

5.2 Characteristics of the electric-field intensity
distribution 𝐸𝑦 for particular tunnel profiles

This subchapter contains graphical characteristics of the electric-field intensity 𝐸𝑦

along the entire circumference of the tunnel for various tunnel profiles, as has been
mentioned in the previous subchapter. The x-axis represents the distribution of
the particular sides of the tunnel, consecutively point by point along the entire
circumference of the tunnel and finally to point 1. The primary selected multiple is
𝜆/20. The logarithm of the absolute value 𝐸𝑦 is depicted on the y-axis.
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Fig. 5.5: Distribution of the electric-field intensity 𝐸𝑦 in the tunnel profile L
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Fig. 5.6: Distribution of the electric-field intensity 𝐸𝑦 in the tunnel profile L with chamfer
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Fig. 5.7: Distribution of the electric-field intensity 𝐸𝑦 in the tunnel profile T
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Fig. 5.8: Distribution of the electric-field intensity 𝐸𝑦 in the tunnel profile - polygon
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Fig. 5.9: Distribution of the electromagnetic field along the entire circumference of tunnel with the line current source located in
the point A according to [5] with max. divisor 500 for L-bend tunnel profile
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From Fig. 5.9 follows that every boundary of the tunnel represents turning point
between two particular (nearby) sides. It is possible to observe the particular point
spacing, depending on side lengths of the tunnel (the less distance the less point
spacing and vice versa). The excitation of particular modes of the electromagnetic
field depends on the line current source location (defined by user). According to our
expectation, the lowest signal level is found at the 4. boundary point [-0.03, 0.16]
(cca -52 dB). This is caused in consequence of largest distance related to the line
current source. According to our expectation, the highest signal level is evaluated
at the 5. boundary point [-0.03, 0.03] (cca -18 dB). Based on these previous asser-
tions, it might be considered a good agreement of the graphic illustration between
the implementation of BEM and theoretical assumptions. The maximal divisor 500
guarantees very fine diskretization.
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6 DISTRIBUTION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD IN THE MIDDLE OF THE TUNNEL

Description of physical basis of the problem:
At the boundary of a tunnel (along the circumference of a tunnel), magnetic cur-
rents are distributed (depending on impedance boundary conditions on the wall of
the tunnel), whereas inside the tunnel, a line current source is located. The selected
field (observation) point is situated inside the tunnel, consisting of the primary field
and the secondary (scattered) field. The primary electromagnetic field is generated
by the line current source, whereas the secondary electromagnetic field is generated
piecewise by the electric-field distribution along the circumference of the tunnel
𝐸𝑦. The magnitude of the electric-field intensity 𝐸𝑦 is received by the boundary ele-
ment method. As it was mentioned thereinbefore, the observation point P is located
inside the tunnel. Gradually passing point by point, particular points along the cir-
cumference of the tunnel (the tangential component of magnetic current with respect
to the boundary of the tunnel represents the vertical electric-field component) are
footed up with contributions against the observation point. In consequence of the
apperance (thereinbefore described), the distribution of electromagnetic field in the
middle of the tunnel has been received from magnetic currents. The electromagnetic-
field distribution might be mathematically described by derivation of the contour-
integral equation (Fredholm inhomogeneous equation) of II. kind, constituting the
secondary (scattering) field, from which vector of the line current source is sub-
stracted (representing the primary field). According to [5], the term 𝑐𝑖 is equal to 1

2 ,
whereas inside the tunnel is equal to 1.

𝜃𝑖 = 0∘ => 𝑐𝑖 = 1 − 𝜃𝑖

2𝜋
= 1 (6.1)

As described above regarding physical basis, the distribution of electromagnetic field
in the middle of the tunnel might be formulated as follows:

E⃗y(r𝑇 , 𝑠) =
∫︁
Γ

(︃
G̃𝜕Ẽy

𝜕𝑛
− Ẽy

𝜕G̃
𝜕𝑛

)︃
𝑑𝑙 − 𝜔𝜇

4 i𝑦(𝜔)H(2)
0 (𝑘0r𝑠) (6.2)

r𝑇 ∈ Ω
The derivation of the contour-integral equation is closely described in chapter 2.3. The
distribution of electromagnetic field in the middle of the tunnel is executed according
to 6.2.
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7 VALIDATION OF THE RESULTS

Description of analytical method:
In this section, the eigenfunction solution related to a tunnel with the rectangu-
lar profile and perfectly-conducting walls is presented. That stems from reference
[7], whereby the zero term (contained in the contour-integral equation) is used as:
𝜕𝐸𝑦

𝜕𝑛
= 0, for the simplified situation model with perfectly-conducting walls. The

normal line of the electric field is equal to zero => perfectly conducting magnetic
walls. As has been mentioned previously, we assume the rectangular waveguide with
dimensions a × b including the excitation by the line current source. The posi-
tion of the line current source and the observation point is considered inside the
tunnel. This type of the tunnel is represented as a resonator, excited by means of
resonant modes. Analogically might be the basis of the rectangular resonator ex-
citation given as stationary (nontransmitting) solution of the wave equation 7.1,
subsequently converted to form 7.2 [7].

(∇2
𝑇 + 𝑘2)𝜕𝐸𝑦

𝜕𝑛
= 0 [7] (7.1)

where ∇2
𝑇 is called Laplace operator, represented as: ∇2

𝑇 = 𝜕2

𝜕𝑥2 + 𝜕2

𝜕𝑦2

𝜑(𝑥, 𝑧) = 𝜕𝐸𝑦0

𝜕𝑛

⎧⎨⎩ sin
cos

⎫⎬⎭ 𝑘𝑥𝑥

⎧⎨⎩ sin
cos

⎫⎬⎭ 𝑘𝑧𝑦 (7.2)

where holds equality: 𝑘2
𝑥 + 𝑘2

𝑦 − 𝑘2 = 0, whereas values 𝑘𝑥 and 𝑘𝑦 are expressed as:

𝑘𝑥 = 𝑚𝜋

𝑎
, 𝑘𝑦 = 𝑛𝜋

𝑏
(7.3)

Term k (wavenumber) is expressed as:

𝑘 = 𝑘′ − 𝑗𝑘′′ = 𝜔
√

𝜖𝜇 = 𝜔

𝑐0
(7.4)

where the imaginary component of wavenumber is equal to 0. 𝑐0 is velocity (speed)
of light in free space (air, vacuum); m and n are integers because of the boundary
conditions given as:
𝜕𝜑
𝜕𝑥

= 0 𝑖𝑛 𝑥 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥 = 𝑎; 𝜕𝜑
𝜕𝑦

= 0 𝑖𝑛 𝑦 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦 = 𝑏

Analogically might be relation 7.2 represented by means of cos as follows:

𝜑(𝑥, 𝑧) = 2√
𝑎𝑏

cos 𝑚𝜋𝑥

𝑎
cos 𝑛𝜋𝑧

𝑏
(7.5)

With respect to Green’s function, the perfect magnetic wall at the boundary Γ is
considered. The final analytical relation for the rectangular waveguide stems from
the wave equation (with the assumption of the line current source inside the tunnel):

(∇2 + 𝑘2)𝐸𝑦 = −𝑗𝜔𝜇𝐼𝑦 (7.6)
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where the right side of equation 7.6 includes the excitation by the line current
source – it stems from the wave equation of tunnel and Green’s function. According
to relation (2.33) of reference [7] might be equation 7.6 replaced by form:

(∇2 + 𝑘2)𝐺 = −𝑗𝜔𝜇𝑑𝐼𝑦 (7.7)

where from comparison 𝐸𝑦 = 𝐺
𝑑

stems: 𝑑𝐸𝑦 = 𝐺

For the rectangular waveguide, where boundary points are based on the Green’s
function, the following general expression for electromagnetic-field distribution in-
side the tunnel might be used in the analytical form:

𝐸𝑦 = 𝑗𝜔𝜇

𝑎𝑏

∞∑︁
𝑚=0

∞∑︁
𝑛=0

𝜖2
𝑚𝜖2

𝑛

cos(𝑘𝑥𝑚𝑥0) cos(𝑘𝑦𝑛𝑦0)
𝑘2

𝑥𝑚 + 𝑘2
𝑦𝑛 − 𝑘2 × cos(𝑘𝑥𝑚𝑥0) cos(𝑘𝑦𝑛𝑦0) (7.8)

where for terms 𝜖𝑚 and 𝜖𝑛 hold:

𝜖𝑚 =
⎧⎨⎩ 1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 m = 0√

2 𝑓𝑜𝑟 m ̸= 0

𝜖𝑛 =
⎧⎨⎩ 1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 n = 0√

2 𝑓𝑜𝑟 n ̸= 0

(7.9)

Fig. 7.1: An example that demonstrates the rectangular waveguide excitation by
resonant modes (quadrupole mode) (taken and modified from [7])
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7.1 Comparison of the analytical solution with
BEM for the rectangular tunnel profile

With the assumption of comparison both of the characteristics 7.2 results a very
good agreement because the respective characteristics were received by different
methods. At low frequencies the characteristic can be related to the plate capacitor
(condensator) where no resonant modes has been yet excited. A waveguide consists
modes which are excited after achieving of the critical frequency, defined as the
lowest frequency by which is wave propagating through the medium – the lowest
mode has been excited. As the frequency of an electromagnetic wave increases, the
amount of resonant modes is higher – the characteristic 7.2 contains resonances.
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Fig. 7.2: Comparison of characteristics, received by the implementation of BEM and using of the analytical method for the rectangular
tunnel profile
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7.2 Comparison of the implementation of BEM
with reference according to prof. Sakai

The author of reference [5] provides results, obtained by means of the boundary
element method with the excitation frequency f = 9.45 GHz, where boundary con-
ditions based on fixed permittivity of the medium 𝑟 = 3.9 and 𝜖𝑖 = 0.38 are given,
depending on the impedance on the walls of the tunnel => term 𝜕𝐸𝑦0

𝜕𝑛
̸= 0. For the

sake of comparison, the same parameters as ones in [5] were chosen. The maximal
divisor was selected 150. The results are subsequently given based on the imple-
mentation of BEM, whereas the highlighted characteristic (represented by red stars)
according to reference [5] is given.
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Fig. 7.3: Propagation of electromagnetic field inside the tunnel II on the axis X with the location of the line current source at the
point A by the implementation of BEM (blue curve)
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Fig. 7.4: Propagation of electromagnetic field inside the tunnel II on the axis X with the location of the line current source at the
point B by the implementation of BEM (blue curve)
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Fig. 7.5: Propagation of electromagnetic field inside the tunnel II on the axis X with the location of the line current source at the
point C by the implementation of BEM (blue curve)
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Fig. 7.6: Propagation of electromagnetic field inside the tunnel I on the axis Z with the location of the line current source at the
point A by the implementation of BEM (blue curve)
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Fig. 7.7: Propagation of electromagnetic field inside the tunnel I on the axis Z with the location of the line current source at the
point B by the implementation of BEM (blue curve)
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Fig. 7.8: Propagation of electromagnetic field inside the tunnel I on the axis Z with the location of the line current source at the
point C by the implementation of BEM (blue curve)
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Fig. 7.9: Propagation of electromagnetic field inside the tunnel I on the axis Z with the location of the line current source at the
point D by the implementation of BEM (blue curve)
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Comment on the obtained results: As it is obvious from Fig. 7.3 – Fig. 7.9,
all the figures correspond to reference [5]. In spite of relative high deviations, the
obtained results monitor (trace) trend, publicated according to reference [5]. Gen-
erally speaking, the relatively good agreement (by the implementation of BEM) is
achieved.
In comparison with reference [5] and the results (by the implementation of BEM
obtained), there are visible oscillations of magnitude, corresponding to the represen-
tation of modal field distribution, not observed (seen) in reference [5] (with respect
to the consideration of the tunnel as a resonator). With respect to the analytical
formula for the rectangular tunnel profile (waveguide), there are resonant modes
contained at higher frequencies (as shown e.g. in Fig. 7.3). The analytical method
contains visible oscillations based on shown resonant frequencies (depending on an
excitation of resonant modes). The resonant modes are shown at the respective fre-
quencies => oscillating character, depending on the position of the line current
source.
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8 NUMERICAL RESULTS TO COMPARE OF
THE INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS SURFACE
IMPEDANCES ON THE WALLS OF THE TUN-
NEL

In this section, the tunnel depicted in Fig. 8.1 is analyzed. Graphical characteristics
of the electromagnetic-field distribution inside the tunnel for various impedances
are based on change (variance) of the parameter 𝜖𝑠. According to Fig. 8.1, the
position of the line current source (𝐼𝑦)is fixed, including the observation points at
the positions A, B and C. Two cases for the parameter 𝜖𝑠 are investigated, where
the first case consists of a real component of permittivity (imaginary component
is zero) and the second case consists of (both) real and imaginary components of
permittivity. The following values of permittivity for first case were selected as:

• 𝜖𝑠=1
• 𝜖𝑠=5
• 𝜖𝑠=10

For second case:
• 𝜖𝑠=3.9
• 𝜖𝑠=3.9-0.38i
• 𝜖𝑠=3.9-i

Fig. 8.1: The general tunnel profile for characteristic |Ey| = f(f) with the change of
the parameter 𝜖𝑠 (various surface impedance on the walls inside the tunnel)
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Fig. 8.2: Graphical representation |Ey| = f(f) for the surface impedance based on the parameter 𝜖𝑠 = 1 with the divisor 50 and the
location of the observation point A
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Fig. 8.3: Graphical representation |Ey| = f(f) for the surface impedance based on the parameter 𝜖𝑠 = 1 with the divisor 50 and the
location of the observation point B
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Fig. 8.4: Graphical representation |Ey| = f(f) for the surface impedance based on the parameter 𝜖𝑠 = 1 with the divisor 50 and the
location of the observation point C
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Fig. 8.5: Graphical representation |Ey| = f(f) for the surface impedances based on parameters 𝜖𝑠 = 1 (Zs1), 𝜖𝑠 = 5 (Zs2), 𝜖𝑠 = 10
(Zs3) with the divisor 50 and the location of the observation point A
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Fig. 8.6: Graphical representation |Ey| = f(f) for the surface impedances based on parameters 𝜖𝑠 = 1 (Zs1), 𝜖𝑠 = 5 (Zs2), 𝜖𝑠 = 10
(Zs3) with the divisor 50 and the location of the observation point B
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Fig. 8.7: Graphical representation |Ey| = f(f) for the surface impedances based on parameters 𝜖𝑠 = 1 (Zs1), 𝜖𝑠 = 5 (Zs2), 𝜖𝑠 = 10
(Zs3) with the divisor 50 and the location of the observation point C
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Fig. 8.8: Graphical representation |Ey| = f(f) for the surface impedances based on parameters 𝜖𝑠 = 3.9 (Zs1), 𝜖𝑠 = 3.9 − 0.38𝑖 (Zs2),
𝜖𝑠 = 3.9 − 𝑖 (Zs3) with the divisor 50 and the location of the observation point A
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Fig. 8.9: Graphical representation |Ey| = f(f) for the surface impedances based on parameters 𝜖𝑠 = 3.9 (Zs1), 𝜖𝑠 = 3.9 − 0.38𝑖 (Zs2),
𝜖𝑠 = 3.9 − 𝑖 (Zs3) with the divisor 50 and the location of the observation point B
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Fig. 8.10: Graphical representation |Ey| = f(f) for the surface impedances based on parameters 𝜖𝑠 = 3.9 (Zs1), 𝜖𝑠 = 3.9−0.38𝑖 (Zs2),
𝜖𝑠 = 3.9 − 𝑖 (Zs3) with the divisor 50 and the location of the observation point C
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Graphical representations |Ey| = f(f) (Fig. 8.2 - Fig. 8.10) show resonant modes
at the frequency range from 0.1 GHz to 6 GHz for various surface impedances. The
resonant frequencies are the most marked at higher frequencies of the above-mentioned
frequency range. The highest magnitudes of the resonant frequencies are shown for
the parameter 𝜖𝑠=1, the surface impedance depends on that parameter (see relation
3.13). There are 5 resonant frequencies visible in the case of the parameter 𝜖𝑠=1,
for all of the observation points, located at places A, B and C. In comparison with
different locations of the line current source for the parameter 𝜖𝑠=1 could be men-
tioned that the resonant frequencies are the same and differ with the characteristic
shape, whereas the most marked difference is in their magnitudes. As the higher
frequency range increases, there are more visible resonant frequencies.
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9 CONCLUSION

In this thesis, the BEM-based modeling of electromagnetic-field propagation in
tunnels is analyzed. There were different methods examined, their advantages and
disadvantages. The BEM has been shown as effective.

The electromagnetic-field distribution has been analyzed with the help of the
boundary element method. The thesis deals only with the excitation by means of
the line current source. There are various tunnel profiles which are analyzed by
means of the BEM implemented in the Matlab program.

The electromagnetic-field propagation is in general described by Maxwell’s equa-
tions. The mathematical formulation of the tunnel equation (Helmholtz equation)
has been derived from Maxwell’s equations. The Helmholtz equation describes the
wave propagation in the tunnel, excited by the line source.

The contour integral equation has been subsequently formulated based on the
Helmholtz equation and converted from the integral form to the algebraic form (for
the purpose of getting the approximate solution).

The program has been implemented for computing the electromagnetic-field dis-
tribution along the entire circumference of the tunnel. The output of the execut-
ing operation is the characteristics of the electromagnetic-field distribution at the
boundary of the tunnel.

The next program has been created for the electromagnetic-field distribution
inside the tunnel.

There have been used two different methods for the validation of the results. The
first method consists of the comparison of the results according to Ref. [5], where
the BEM is used for the electromagnetic-field distribution in the tunnel (the tunnel
profile L-bend). The comparison shows a good agreement. Our method contains
visible oscillations of the amplitude, corresponding to the representation of modal
field distribution, not observed (seen) in reference [5]. The second method consists
of the comparison of the results based upon the analytical method for simplified
model of the tunnel (for the point in the middle of the tunnel for a wide frequency
range 1-10 GHz). There has been in general applied the analytical formula of the
rectangular waveguide. The obtained results show a very good agreement between
the BEM and the analytical method (almost the same characteristics).

For the selected tunnel profile (see Fig. 8.1) the effect of the impedance boundary
conditions on the electromagnetic-field distribution has been analyzed. It has been
observed that the resulting field distribution strongly depends on the impedance
properties of tunnel walls as well as on the position of the line source. The results
may thus serve as an initial parametric study for the efficient design of communica-
tion links inside tunnels.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS, PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
AND ABBREVIATIONS

2D two-dimensional space, bi-dimensional space

3D three-dimensional space, bi-dimensional space, 3-dimensional Euclidean space

𝛿 Dirac delta function, difference of (between) two physical quantities

𝜖 the permittivity of a medium

𝜇 the permeability of a medium

Γ denotation for boundary of tunnel

Ω denotation for space inside a circuit (tunnel)

𝜆 wavelength

𝜋 Ludolf’s number

𝜕 symbol of partial derivation (function of more than one variable)

𝐵i vector including excitation of line current source

BEM boundary element method

dB decibel

e.g. for example, for instance (an abbreviation for the Latin phrase exempli gratia)

exp exponent

FDM finite difference method

FEM finite-element method

i.e. that is (an abbreviation for the Latin phrase id est)

𝐽 phasor of current density

MATLAB Matrix Laboratory

max maximal

TE transverse electric wave

txt a filename extension for text files
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A  MATLAB SOURCE CODES 
 

A.1  The comparison of the BEM implementation with the analytical  

method for rectangular tunnel profile (Fig. 7.2) 
 

function BEM_x_analytic 

% the implementation of  BEM  

 %---------- input parameters --------------------------- 

 

 sName = input('Tunel File: ', 's'); 

 s1 = '.txt'; 

 sName = [sName s1];        % name of the tunnel file 

  

fid = fopen(sName);          % open file 

tline = fgetl(fid);          % loading of the first line 

  

dlzka = length(tline);       % investigation of the length of the line 

  

if dlzka == 19               % conversion  the amount of points to the number 

    nP = str2num(tline(19)); 

end 

if dlzka > 19 

    nP = str2num([tline(19) tline(20)]); 

end 

  

for n = 1 : nP               % loading of the coordinate points  

    tline = fgetl(fid); 

    bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

    p(n,1) = str2num(char(bb(3))); 

    p(n,2) = str2num(char(bb(4))); 

end 

  

n = nP+1 

 

% addition of the last point, identical to the first point, because of calculations 

p(n,1) = p(1,1); 

p(n,2) = p(1,2); 

 % loading of the line current source position Iy 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

  

bod_Iy = [str2num(char(bb(3)));str2num(char(bb(4)))]; 

 

% loading of the wavelength lambda 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

lambda = str2num(char(bb(2))); 

lambda 

  

% loading of real component of the permittivity eps_r 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

eps_r = str2num(char(bb(2))); 

eps_r 
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% loading of imaginary component of the permittivity eps_r 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

eps_i = str2num(char(bb(2))); 

eps_i 

  

% loading of the divisor for maximal step 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

delitel = str2num(char(bb(4))); 

delitel 

  

fclose(fid); 

  

c0 = 3e+8; 

  

%cycle for frequencies 

  

for indf = 1 : 91           % cycle through all the observation points f = 1.0...10.0 MHz 

     f(indf) = 1.00e+9+(indf-1)*0.10e+9;   % ind denotes index through i 

  

    lambda = c0/f(indf); 

  

% the wavenumber 

ko = 2*pi/lambda; 

  

% the maximal length of a tunnel  

krok_max = lambda/delitel; 

krok_max 

  

% the permittivity of the wall of a tunnel 

eps = eps_r - eps_i*i; 

  

%---------- the calculation of the segment boundaries  ------------------ 

Np = 0; 

% 

for n = 1 : nP              % for all the sides % nP represents the number of the sides of the tunnel (the number of 

selected boundary-points of the tunnel)  

     

%---------- side of the the tunnel p(n)..p(n+1) ------------------ 

% length of the side 

    dlzka = sqrt((p(n,1)-p(n+1,1))^2 + (p(n,2)-p(n+1,2))^2);  

     % geometric distance = Euclidean distance of two boundary points  

 

     % the number of elements 

    NS(n) = floor(dlzka/krok_max)+1;    % division of the distance betwen 2 boundary points to the elements 

according to selected step (diskretization) 

     

     % length of the element on the side nP  

    dE(n) = dlzka/NS(n);                %  length of the element given by the discretization 

    %dE(n) 

  

    Np = Np+NS(n);                      % the sum of all the elements 

    X = [p(n,1) p(n+1,1)];              % the located points in the direction of the wave propagation are merged to the 

variable X 

    Y = [p(n,2) p(n+1,2)];              % the perpendicular points on the wave propagation are merged to the variable Y 
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    out = DoSegments1(X,Y,NS(n));       % segmentation of the elements is realized by the function DoSegments1 

    if n==1 

        out11 = [out]; 

    else 

        out11 = [out11 out]; 

    end 

end  

  

% addition of the point A to the end 

x = p(1,1); 

y = p(1,2); 

out = [x;y];                            % separation of the coordinate points by semicolon  

oB = [out11 out]; 

%oB 

  

% vectors are penpendicular to the particular sides nS(i) 

  

for n = 1 : nP              % for all the sides 

    vS(1) =  p(n+1,1) -  p(n,1);  % x 

    vS(2) =  p(n+1,2) -  p(n,2);  % z 

    nS(n,1) =  -vS(2);      % -b 

    nS(n,2) =   vS(1);      %  a 

end 

  

%---------- the calculation of the matrix parameters  ------------------ 

%-------- the calculation of the matrix parameters - Hij -------------- 

  

for ind = 1 : Np       % cycle through all the points i 

    bod_i = [oB(1,ind);oB(2,ind)]; 

    NSI = 0; 

    for indS = 1 : nP % cycle through all the sides indS 

        %----------- side p(indS)..p(indS+1) ---------------- 

        for j = 1 : NS(indS) 

            if ind ~= NSI+j 

                bod_j = [oB(1,NSI+j);oB(2,NSI+j)]; 

                v2 = bod_j - bod_i; 

                r = sqrt(v2(1)^2+v2(2)^2); 

                v1(1) =  nS(indS,1); 

                v1(2) =  nS(indS,2); 

                H(ind,NSI+j) =i*ko*dE(indS)*besselh(1,2,ko*r)*CosBeta( v1,v2)/4; 

            else 

                H(ind,NSI+j) = 0.5;  % Kronecker delta !!! 1/2 ... on the circumference 

            end 

        end 

        NSI = NSI+NS(indS);     % displacement (shift) of the starting index for the next side  

    end  %cycle through all the sides indS 

end  % cycle through all the points i 

  

%---------  the calculation of the Bi matrix elements  

 -------------- 

for ind = 1 : Np                 % cycle through all the points 

    bod_i = [oB(1,ind);oB(2,ind)]; 

    %--------  The calculation of Bi vector -------------- 

    vrs = bod_Iy - bod_i; 

    rs = sqrt(vrs(1)^2+vrs(2)^2); 

    Bi(ind,1) = 1.0*besselh(0,2,ko*rs)/4; 
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end  % cycle through all the points i 

  

%------------- the calculation of inverse matrix inv(N) ------------------- 

invN = inv(H); 

  

%--------------- the calculation of absEy --------------------------- 

Ey = invN*(-Bi); 

  

for ind = 1 : Np                 % cycle through all the points 

    absEy(ind,1) = abs(Ey(ind,1)); 

    logabsEy(ind,1) = 20*log10(absEy(ind,1)); 

end 

  

%% 

%The contour-integral equation (the Fredholm equation of the II. kind) is being solved,  

%from which the  contributions of the line current source are substracted,  

%the electromagnetic-field distribution in the middle of the tunnel has been obtained 

% substitution of the integral by the sum 

  

%---------- the calculation of the matrix parameters for the observation point ------------------ 

%---------the calculation of the matrix elements Mij and Hij for the observation point -------------- 

    bod_p = [0.095;0.065];         % the observation point 

  

    %-------- the calculation of Bi_rs vector---------------------------- 

    vrs = bod_Iy - bod_p; 

    rs = sqrt(vrs(1)^2+vrs(2)^2); 

    %rs 

    Bi_rs(indf,1) = 1.0*besselh(0,2,ko*rs)/4; 

  

    Suma(indf,1) = 0; 

    %--------- the calculation Hij for the observation point ---------------- 

    NSI = 0; 

    for indS = 1 : nP % cycle through all the sides indS 

        %----------- side p(indS)..p(indS+1) ------------------ 

        for j = 1 : NS(indS) 

            bod_j = [oB(1,NSI+j);oB(2,NSI+j)]; %filling of the coordinates of the point j 

            v2 = bod_j - bod_p; 

            r = sqrt(v2(1)^2+v2(2)^2); 

            vIy = bod_j - bod_Iy; 

            v1(1) =  nS(indS,1);                     % filling of the normal coordinate to the side 

            v1(2) =  nS(indS,2);  

            H(indf,NSI+j) = i*ko*dE(indS)*besselh(1,2,ko*r)*CosBeta( v1,v2)/4; 

            R(indf,NSI+j) = (-H(indf,NSI+j))*Ey(NSI+j,1); 

            Suma(indf,1) = Suma(indf,1) + R(indf,NSI+j); 

        end 

        NSI = NSI+NS(indS);     % displacement (shift) of the starting index for the next side 

    end  %  cycle through all the sides indS 

  

    Ey_p(indf,1) = Suma(indf,1) - Bi_rs(indf,1);  %intensity at the point of view 

    absEy_p(indf,1) = abs(Ey_p(indf,1)); 

    logabsEy_p(indf,1) = 20*log10(absEy_p(indf,1)); 

  

end % the cycle for frequencies 
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%the analytical method 

% modal solution (using of the analytic formula according to reference) 

% Okoshi (2.40) 

% declaration of variables 

f = 9.45e+9; 

omega = 2*pi*f; 

eps_0 = 8.854e-12; 

mi_0 = 1.2566e-6; 

c0 = 3e+8; 

lambda = 0.0317; 

  

a = 0.13; % width of the rectangular waveguide (representing the tunnel as a hollow rectangular waveguide) 

b = 0.19; % height of the rectangular waveguide (representing the tunnel as a hollow rectangular waveguide) 

  

% calculation of wavenumber 

k = omega/c0; 

v = i/(a*b); 

  

% position of the line current source - point A, changeable 

x0 = 0.03;              % according to Sakai - coordinate z (Fig. 4) 

y0 = 0.03;              % according to Sakai - coordinate x (Fig. 4) 

% the observation point in the middle 

x = 0.065;              % x = 0.10; 

y = 0.095;              % y = 0.03; 

  

for indg = 1 : 91        % cycle through all the observation points f = 1.0...10.0 MHz 

    f(indg) = 1.00e+9+(indg-1)*0.10e+9;  % ind denotes index through i 

    omega = 2*pi*f(indg); 

    k = omega/c0; 

    Ey(indg) = 0; 

    for m = 0 : 2000 

        for n = 0 : 2000 

            k_x = (m*pi)/a; 

            k_y = (n*pi)/b; 

            if m == 0 

                 eps_m = 1; 

            else 

                 eps_m = sqrt(2); 

            end 

            if n == 0 

                 eps_n = 1; 

            else 

                 eps_n = sqrt(2); 

            end 

            Ey(indg) = 

Ey(indg)+v*(eps_m^2)*(eps_n^2)*cos(k_x*x0)*cos(k_y*y0)*cos(k_x*x)*cos(k_y*y)/(k_x^2+k_y^2-k^2); 

        end 

    end 

    absEy(indg) = abs(Ey(indg)); 

    logabsEy_r(indg) = 20*log10(absEy(indg)); 

end 

  

figure(1) 

plot(f, logabsEy_r, 'r' ) 

  

title 'Propagation of electromagnetic fields inside the tunnel' 
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legend('BEM','analytic','Location','South') 

h = get(gca, 'title'); 

set(h, 'FontSize', 30) 

set(gca,'FontSize',24) 

xlabel('Frequency [GHz]') 

ylabel('|E_y| [dB]') 
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A.2  An example of implementation of the boundary element method  

along entire circumfeence of the tunnel and inside the tunnel  

(Fig. 7.3) 
 

function BEM 

 

%---------- input parameters --------------------------- 

  

 sName = input('Tunel File: ', 's'); 

 s1 = '.txt'; 

 sName = [sName s1];        % name of the tunnel file 

  

fid = fopen(sName);          % open file 

tline = fgetl(fid);             % loading of the first line 

  

dlzka = length(tline);       % investigation of the length of the line 

  

if dlzka == 19               % conversion  the amount of points to the number 

    nP = str2num(tline(19)); 

end 

if dlzka > 19 

    nP = str2num([tline(19) tline(20)]); 

end 

  

for n = 1 : nP               % loading of the coordinate points  

    tline = fgetl(fid); 

    bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

    p(n,1) = str2num(char(bb(3))); 

    p(n,2) = str2num(char(bb(4))); 

end 

  

n = nP+1 

% addition of the last point, identical to the first point, because of calculations 

p(n,1) = p(1,1); 

p(n,2) = p(1,2); 

  

% loading of the line current source position Iy 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

  

bod_Iy = [str2num(char(bb(3)));str2num(char(bb(4)))]; 

  

% loading of the wavelength lambda 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

lambda = str2num(char(bb(2))); 

lambda 

  

% loading of real component of the permittivity eps_r 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

eps_r = str2num(char(bb(2))); 

eps_r 

  

% loading of imaginary component of the permittivity eps_r 
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tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

eps_i = str2num(char(bb(2))); 

eps_i 

  

% loading of the divisor for maximal step 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

delitel = str2num(char(bb(4))); 

delitel 

  

fclose(fid); 

  

% the wavenumber 

ko = 2*pi/lambda; 

% the maximal length of a tunnel 

krok_max = lambda/delitel; 

krok_max 

  

% the permittivity of the wall of a tunnel 

eps = eps_r - eps_i*i; 

  

%---------- the calculation of the segment boundaries ------------------ 

Np = 0; 

% 

for n = 1 : nP              % for all the sides 

    %---------- side of the tunnel p(n)..p(n+1) ------------------ 

    % length of the side 

    dlzka = sqrt((p(n,1)-p(n+1,1))^2 + (p(n,2)-p(n+1,2))^2); 

    % the number of elements 

    NS(n) = floor(dlzka/krok_max)+1; 

    NS(n) 

     

    % length of the element on the side nP  

    dE(n) = dlzka/NS(n); 

    dE(n) 

     

    Np = Np+NS(n);               % the sum of all the elements 

    X = [p(n,1) p(n+1,1)]; 

    Y = [p(n,2) p(n+1,2)]; 

    out = DoSegments1(X,Y,NS(n)); 

    if n==1 

        out11 = [out]; 

    else   

        out11 = [out11 out]; 

    end   

end  % for n = 1 : nP 

  

% addition of the point A to the end 

x = p(1,1); 

y = p(1,2); 

out = [x;y];  

oB = [out11 out]; 

%oB 

  

% vectors are penpendicular to the particular sides nS(i) 
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for n = 1 : nP              % for all the sides 

    vS(1) =  p(n+1,1) -  p(n,1);  % x 

    vS(2) =  p(n+1,2) -  p(n,2);  % z 

    nS(n,1) =  -vS(2);      % -b 

    nS(n,2) =   vS(1);      %  a  

end 

  

%---------- the calculation of the matrix parameters  ------------------ 

%-------- the calculation of the matrix parameters - Hij -------------- 

  

for ind = 1 : Np       cycle through all the points i 

    bod_i = [oB(1,ind);oB(2,ind)]; 

    NSI = 0; 

    for indS = 1 : nP % cycle through all the sides indS 
        %----------- side p(indS)..p(indS+1) ---------------- 

        for j = 1 : NS(indS) 

            if ind ~= NSI+j  

                bod_j = [oB(1,NSI+j);oB(2,NSI+j)]; 

                v2 = bod_j - bod_i; 

                r = sqrt(v2(1)^2+v2(2)^2); 

                v1(1) =  nS(indS,1); 

                v1(2) =  nS(indS,2); 

                H(ind,NSI+j) =i*ko*dE(indS)*besselh(1,2,ko*r)*CosBeta( v1,v2)/4; 

            else 

                H(ind,NSI+j) = 0.5;  % Kronecker delta !!! 1/2 ... on the circumference 

            end 

        end 

        NSI = NSI+NS(indS);     % displacement (shift) of the starting index for the next side  

    end  %cycle through all the sides indS 

end  % cycle through all the points i 

 

 %--------- the calcuilation of matrix elements Mij a Nij -------------- 

  

for ind = 1 : Np                 % cycle through all the points 

    bod_i = [oB(1,ind);oB(2,ind)]; 

    %-------- The calculation of Bi vector -------------- 

    vrs = bod_Iy - bod_i; 

    rs = sqrt(vrs(1)^2+vrs(2)^2); 

    Bi(ind,1) = 1.0*besselh(0,2,ko*rs)/4; 

    %--------- the calculation of Mij a Nij ---------------- 

    NSI = 0; 

    for indS = 1 : nP % cycle through all the sides indS 

        %----------- side p(indS)..p(indS+1) ---------------- 

        for j = 1 : NS(indS) 

            if ind ~= NSI+j  

                bod_j = [oB(1,NSI+j);oB(2,NSI+j)]; 

                v2 = bod_j - bod_i; 

                r = sqrt(v2(1)^2+v2(2)^2); 

                vIy = bod_j - bod_Iy; 

                v1(1) =  nS(indS,1); 

                v1(2) =  nS(indS,2); 

                M(ind,NSI+j) = -ko*dE(indS)*besselh(0,2,ko*r)*sqrt( eps - SinAlfa2( v1, vIy))/4; 

                N(ind,NSI+j) = H(ind,NSI+j) - M(ind,NSI+j); 

            else 

                M(ind,NSI+j) = 0; 
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                N(ind,NSI+j) = H(ind,NSI+j) - M(ind,NSI+j); 

            end 

        end 

        NSI = NSI+NS(indS);     % displacement (shift) of the starting index for the next side  

    end  %cycle through all the sides indS 

end  % cycle through all the points i 

  

%------------- the calculation of inverse matrix inv(N) ------------------- 

invN = inv(N); 

  

%--------------- the calculation of absEy --------------------------- 

Ey = invN*(-Bi); 

  

%------- the calculation of the average value Ey ---------- 

for ind = 1 : Np-1             % cycle through all the points 

    Ey_av(ind,1) = (Ey(ind+1,1)+Ey(ind,1))/2.0; 

end     

Ey_av(Np,1) = (Ey(Np,1)+Ey(1,1))/2.0; % completion of the last value 

  

for ind = 1 : Np                 % cycle through all the points 

    Ey(ind,1) = Ey_av(ind,1); 

    absEy(ind,1) = abs(Ey(ind,1)); 

    logabsEy(ind,1) = 20*log10(absEy(ind,1)); 

end    

  

% graphical characteristic 

figure(1) 

plot(logabsEy)  % without averaging 

title 'Distribution of electromagnetic fields in tunnel' 

h = get(gca, 'title'); 

set(h, 'FontSize', 30) 

set(gca,'FontSize',24) 

xlabel('length of boundaries of the tunnel along entire circumference of the tunnel') 

ylabel('|E_y| [dB]') 

  

%% 

%The contour-integral equation (the Fredholm equation of the II. kind) is being solved,  

%from which the  contributions of the line current source are substracted,  

%the electromagnetic-field distribution in the middle of the tunnel has been obtained 

% substitution of the integral by the sum 

  

X1 =0.00;  Y1 = -19.20; 

X2 =0.25;  Y2 = -20.00; 

X3 =0.7;  Y3 = -18.50; 

X4 = 1.00;  Y4 = -17.50; 

X5 = 1.40;  Y5 = -16.70; 

X6 = 2.00;  Y6 = -17.20; 

X7 = 2.50;  Y7 = -18.50; 

X8 = 3.00;  Y8 = -19.50; 

X9 = 3.5;   Y9 = -20.80; 

X10 = 4.00; Y10 = -21.60; 

X11 = 5.00; Y11 = -23.35; 

X12 = 6.00; Y12 = -24.40; 

X13 = 7.00; Y13 = -25.00; 

X14 = 7.80; Y14 = -25.00; 

X15 = 8.80; Y15 = -24.70; 
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X16 = 10.20; Y16 = -24.15; 

X17 = 10.85; Y17 = -24.00; 

X18 = 11.85; Y18 = -24.00; 

X19 = 12.40; Y19 = -24.15; 

X20 = 13.30; Y20 = -24.25; 

X21 = 14.30; Y21 = -24.80; 

X22 = 15.25; Y22 = -25.10; 

X23 = 15.85; Y23 =  -25.20; 

  

%---------- the calculation of the matrix parameters for the observation point ------------------ 

%---------the calculation of the matrix elements Mij and Hij for the observation point ------------- 

 for ind = 1 : 53                 % cycle through all the observation points x = 0...15.9 cm 

    x (ind) = (ind-1)*0.003;  % ind is index through i   

    bod_p = [x(ind);0];        % the viewing angle 

     

    %-------- the calculation of Bi_rs  vector---------------------------- 

    vrs = bod_Iy - bod_p; 

    rs = sqrt(vrs(1)^2+vrs(2)^2); 

    %rs 

    Bi_rs(ind,1) = 1.0*besselh(0,2,ko*rs)/4; 

     

    Suma(ind,1) = 0; 

    %--------- the calculation Hij for the observation points ---------------- 

    NSI = 0; 

    for indS = 1 : nP % cycle through all the sides indS 

        %----------- side p(indS)..p(indS+1) ------------------ 

        for j = 1 : NS(indS) 

            bod_j = [oB(1,NSI+j);oB(2,NSI+j)]; %filling of the coordinates of the point j 

            v2 = bod_j - bod_p; 

            r = sqrt(v2(1)^2+v2(2)^2); 

            vIy = bod_j - bod_Iy; 

            v1(1) =  nS(indS,1);                     % filling of the normal coordinate to the side 

            v1(2) =  nS(indS,2); 

            M(ind,NSI+j) = -ko*dE(indS)*besselh(0,2,ko*r)*sqrt( eps - SinAlfa2( v1, vIy))/4;      

            H(ind,NSI+j) =i*ko*dE(indS)*besselh(1,2,ko*r)*CosBeta( v1,v2)/4; 

            R(ind,NSI+j) = (M(ind,NSI+j)-H(ind,NSI+j))*Ey(NSI+j,1); 

            Suma(ind,1) = Suma(ind,1) + R(ind,NSI+j); 

        end 

        NSI = NSI+NS(indS);     % displacement (shift) of the starting index for the next side 

    end  %  cycle through all the sides indS 

  

    Ey_p(ind,1) = Suma(ind,1) - Bi_rs(ind,1);  % intensity at the point of view    

    absEy_p(ind,1) = abs(Ey_p(ind,1)); 

    logabsEy_p(ind,1) = 20*log10(absEy_p(ind,1)); 

     x (ind) =  x (ind)*100; % conversion to cm 

end  % cycle through all the points p 

  

figure(2) 

plot(x, logabsEy_p) 

  

hold on 

plot(X1,Y1,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X2,Y2,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X3,Y3,'r*') 
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hold on 

plot(X4,Y4,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X5,Y5,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X6,Y6,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X7,Y7,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X8,Y8,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X9,Y9,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X10,Y10,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X11,Y11,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X12,Y12,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X13,Y13,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X14,Y14,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X15,Y15,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X16,Y16,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X17,Y17,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X18,Y18,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X19,Y19,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X20,Y20,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X21,Y21,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X22,Y22,'r*') 

hold on 

plot(X23,Y23,'r*') 

  

title 'Distribution of electromagnetic fields inside the tunnel' 

h = get(gca, 'title'); 

set(h, 'FontSize', 30) 

set(gca,'FontSize',24) 

xlabel(' the observation point on the X axis in the middle of tunnel II from point [0,0] to point [15.9,0] ') 

ylabel('|E_y| [dB]') 
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A.3  The Matlab program to compare of the influence of various 

surface impedances on the walls of the tunnel (Fig. 8.5) 
 

 

function BEM 

  

%---------- input parameters --------------------------- 

  

sName = input('Tunel File: ', 's'); 

 s1 = '.txt'; 

 sName = [sName s1];        % name of the tunnel file 

  

fid = fopen(sName);          % open file 

tline = fgetl(fid);              % loading of the first line 

   

dlzka = length(tline);        % investigation of the length of the line 

  

if dlzka == 19                % conversion  the amount of points to the number 

    nP = str2num(tline(19)); 

end 

if dlzka > 19 

    nP = str2num([tline(19) tline(20)]); 

end 

  

for n = 1 : nP               % loading of the coordinate points  

    tline = fgetl(fid); 

    bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

    p(n,1) = str2num(char(bb(3))); 

    p(n,2) = str2num(char(bb(4))); 

end 

  

n = nP+1 

% addition of the last point, identical to the first point, because of calculations 

p(n,1) = p(1,1); 

p(n,2) = p(1,2); 

  

% loading of the line current source position Iy 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

  

bod_Iy = [str2num(char(bb(3)));str2num(char(bb(4)))]; 

  

% loading of the wavelength lambda 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

lambda = str2num(char(bb(2))); 

lambda 

  

% loading of real component of the permittivity eps_r 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

eps_r = str2num(char(bb(2))); 

eps_r 

  

% loading of imaginary component of the permittivity eps_r 
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tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

eps_i = str2num(char(bb(2))); 

eps_i 

  

% loading of the divisor for maximal step 

tline = fgetl(fid); 

bb = regexp(tline,'\s+','split'); 

delitel = str2num(char(bb(4))); 

delitel 

  

fclose(fid); 

  

c0 = 3e+8; 

  

bod_A = [0.085; 0.02];  % [0.02;0.085];          % the observation point A 

bod_B = [0.085;0.075]; %[0.075;0.085];         % the observation point B 

bod_C = [0.075;0.115]; %[0.075;0.115];         % the observation point C 

  

bod_p = bod_A;                    % setting of the observation point 

  

eps_r_A = 1.0; 

eps_r_B = 5.0; 

eps_r_C = 10.0; 

  

eps_i_A = 0; 

eps_i_B = 0; 

eps_i_C = 0; 

  

  

for ind_imp = 1 :1: 3        % cycle through all impedances eps_r + i*eps_i 

  

if ind_imp ==1 

    eps_r = eps_r_A; 

    eps_i = eps_i_A; 

end 

if ind_imp == 2 

    eps_r = eps_r_B; 

    eps_i = eps_i_B; 

end 

if ind_imp == 3 

    eps_r = eps_r_C; 

    eps_i = eps_i_C; 

end 

  

ind_imp 

  

% the permittivity of the wall of a tunnel 
eps = eps_r + eps_i*i; 

eps 

  

% czcle for frequencies 

  

for indf = 1 :1: 301           % cycle through all the observation points f = 1.0...10.0 MHz 

     f(indf) = 0.10e+9+(indf-1)*0.02e+9;  % ind denotes index through i 
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    lambda = c0/f(indf); 

  

% the wavenumber 

ko = 2*pi/lambda; 

 

% the maximal length of a tunnel 

krok_max = lambda/delitel; 

  

%---------- the calculation of segment boundaries ------------------ 

Np = 0; 

% 

for n = 1 : nP              % for all the sides % nP represents the number of the sides of the tunnel (the number of 

selected boundary-points of the tunnel)  

    %---------- ide of the tunnel p(n)..p(n+1) ------------------ 

    % length of the side 

    dlzka = sqrt((p(n,1)-p(n+1,1))^2 + (p(n,2)-p(n+1,2))^2); %geometric distance = Euclidean distance of two 

boundary points  
    % the number of elements 

    NS(n) = floor(dlzka/krok_max)+1;   %  division of the distance betwen 2 boundary points to the elements 

according to selected step (diskretization) 

  

   % length of the element on the side nP 

    dE(n) = dlzka/NS(n);                %  length of the element given by the discretization 
    %dE(n) 

  

    Np = Np+NS(n);                      % the sum of all the elements 

    X = [p(n,1) p(n+1,1)];              % the located points in the direction of the wave propagation are merged to the     

variable X 

    Y = [p(n,2) p(n+1,2)];              % the perpendicular points on the wave propagation are merged to the variable Y 

    out = DoSegments1(X,Y,NS(n));       % segmentation of the elements is realized by the function DoSegments1 

    if n==1 

        out11 = [out]; 

    else 

        out11 = [out11 out]; 

    end 

end  % for n = 1 : nP 

  

% addition of the point A to the end 

x = p(1,1); 

y = p(1,2); 

out = [x;y];                            % separation of the coordinate points by semicolon 
oB = [out11 out]; 

%oB 

  

% vectors are penpendicular to the particular sides nS(i) 
for n = 1 : nP              % for all the sides 
    vS(1) =  p(n+1,1) -  p(n,1);  % x 

    vS(2) =  p(n+1,2) -  p(n,2);  % z 

    nS(n,1) =  -vS(2);    % -b 

    nS(n,2) =  vS(1);     % a 

end 

  

%---------- the calculation of the matrix parameters  ------------------ 

%-------- the calculation of the matrix parameters - Hij -------------- 

  

for ind = 1 : Np       % cycle through all the points i 
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    bod_i = [oB(1,ind);oB(2,ind)]; 

    NSI = 0; 

    for indS = 1 : nP % cycle through all the sides indS 

        %----------- side p(indS)..p(indS+1) ---------------- 

        for j = 1 : NS(indS) 

            if ind ~= NSI+j 

                bod_j = [oB(1,NSI+j);oB(2,NSI+j)]; 

                v2 = bod_j - bod_i; 

                r = sqrt(v2(1)^2+v2(2)^2); 

                v1(1) =  nS(indS,1); 

                v1(2) =  nS(indS,2); 

                H(ind,NSI+j) =i*ko*dE(indS)*besselh(1,2,ko*r)*CosBeta( v1,v2)/4; 

            else 

                H(ind,NSI+j) = 0.5;  % Kronecker delta !!! 1/2 ... on the circumference 

            end 

        end 

         NSI = NSI+NS(indS);     % displacement (shift) of the starting index for the next side  

    end  %cycle through all the sides indS 

end  % cycle through all the points i 

  

%--------- the calculation of the matrix elements Mij a Nij -------------- 

  

for ind = 1 : Np                 % cycle through all the points 

    bod_i = [oB(1,ind);oB(2,ind)]; 

    %-------- the calculation of Bi vector-------------- 

    vrs = bod_Iy - bod_i; 

    rs = sqrt(vrs(1)^2+vrs(2)^2); 

    Bi(ind,1) = 1.0*besselh(0,2,ko*rs)/4; 

    %--------- the calculation of Mij a Nij ---------------- 

    NSI = 0; 

    for indS = 1 : nP % cycle through all the sides indS 

        %----------- side p(indS)..p(indS+1) ---------------- 

        for j = 1 : NS(indS) 

            if ind ~= NSI+j 

                bod_j = [oB(1,NSI+j);oB(2,NSI+j)]; 

                v2 = bod_j - bod_i; 

                r = sqrt(v2(1)^2+v2(2)^2); 

                vIy = bod_j - bod_Iy; 

                v1(1) =  nS(indS,1); 

                v1(2) =  nS(indS,2); 

                M(ind,NSI+j) = -ko*dE(indS)*besselh(0,2,ko*r)*sqrt( eps - SinAlfa2( v1, vIy))/4; 

                N(ind,NSI+j) = H(ind,NSI+j) - M(ind,NSI+j); 

            else 

                M(ind,NSI+j) = 0; 

                N(ind,NSI+j) = H(ind,NSI+j) - M(ind,NSI+j); 

            end 

        end 

        NSI = NSI+NS(indS);     % displacement (shift) of the starting index for the next side  

    end  %cycle through all the sides indS 

end  % cycle through all the points i 

  

%------------- the calculation of inverse matrix inv(N)------------------- 

invN = inv(N); 

  

%--------------- the calculation of absEy --------------------------- 

Ey = invN*(-Bi); 
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for ind = 1 : Np                 % cycle through all the points 

    absEy(ind,1) = abs(Ey(ind,1)); 

    logabsEy(ind,1) = 20*log10(absEy(ind,1)); 

end 

  

%% 

%The contour-integral equation (the Fredholm equation of the II. kind) is being solved,  

%from which the  contributions of the line current source are substracted,  

%the electromagnetic-field distribution in the middle of the tunnel has been obtained 

% substitution of the integral by the sum 

  

%---------- the calculation of the matrix parameters for the observation point ------------------ 

%---------the calculation of the matrix elements Mij and Hij for the observation point-------------- 

    %-------- the calculation of Bi_rs vector---------------------------- 

    vrs = bod_Iy - bod_p; 

    rs = sqrt(vrs(1)^2+vrs(2)^2); 

    %rs 

    Bi_rs(indf,1) = 1.0*besselh(0,2,ko*rs)/4; 

  

    Suma(indf,1) = 0; 

    %--------- the calculation of Hij for the observation point---------------- 

    NSI = 0; 

    for indS = 1 : nP % cycle through all the sides indS 

        %----------- side p(indS)..p(indS+1) ------------------ 

        for j = 1 : NS(indS) 

bod_j = [oB(1,NSI+j);oB(2,NSI+j)]; %filling of the coordinates of the point j 

            v2 = bod_j - bod_p; 

            r = sqrt(v2(1)^2+v2(2)^2); 

            vIy = bod_j - bod_Iy; 

            v1(1) =  nS(indS,1);                     % filling of the normal coordinate to the side 

            v1(2) =  nS(indS,2); 

            M(ind,NSI+j) = -ko*dE(indS)*besselh(0,2,ko*r)*sqrt( eps - SinAlfa2( v1, vIy))/4; 

            H(ind,NSI+j) = i*ko*dE(indS)*besselh(1,2,ko*r)*CosBeta( v1,v2)/4; 

            R(ind,NSI+j) = (M(ind,NSI+j)-H(ind,NSI+j))*Ey(NSI+j,1); 

            Suma(indf,1) = Suma(indf,1) + R(ind,NSI+j); 

        end 

        NSI = NSI+NS(indS % displacement (shift) of the starting index for the next side 

    end  %  cycle through all the sides indS 

  

    Ey_p(indf,1) = Suma(indf,1) - Bi_rs(indf,1);  %intensity at the point of view 

    absEy_p(indf,1) = abs(Ey_p(indf,1)); 

    logabsEy_p(indf,1) = 20*log10(absEy_p(indf,1)); 

     

    if ind_imp ==1 

        logabsEy_Zs1(indf,1) = logabsEy_p(indf,1); 

    end 

    if ind_imp == 2 

        logabsEy_Zs2(indf,1) = logabsEy_p(indf,1); 

    end 

    if ind_imp == 3 

        logabsEy_Zs3(indf,1) = logabsEy_p(indf,1); 

    end 

  

end % cycle for frequencies 
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end  % cycle for the impedances 

  

figure(1) 

plot(f, logabsEy_Zs1, f, logabsEy_Zs2, f, logabsEy_Zs3) 

  

legend('Zs1','Zs2','Zs3','Location','Southwest') 

  

title 'Propagation of electromagnetic fields inside the tunnel' 

h = get(gca, 'title'); 

set(h, 'FontSize', 30) 

set(gca,'FontSize',24) 

xlabel('Frequency [GHz]') 

ylabel('|E_y| [dB]') 
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